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SolSmart is a national designation and technical assistance
program.
• SolSmart has identified best practices to reduce red tape and streamline
requirements for solar installations
• SolSmart helps communities become “open for solar business”
• Communities can earn a Bronze, Silver, or Gold designation by performing
specific actions to earn points
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Points are awarded in 8 categories. Some actions are required.
Total
Possible
Actions

Total Possible
Points

Permitting (P)

16

155

Planning, Zoning, &
Development Regulations
(PZD)

23

175

Inspection (I)

6

80

Construction Codes (CC)

6

90

Solar Rights (SR)

7

50

Utility Engagement (U)

8

100

Community Engagement (CE)

17

225

Market Development &
Finance (MDF)

17

230

Action Category

Requirements for each Designation Level
Bronze
•
•
•
•
•
Silver
•
•
•
•
Gold
•
•
•

20 points in Permitting category
20 points in Planning, Zoning & Development category
20 points in across remaining categories
Post online checklist for solar permitting
Review zoning requirements
100 points total
Accessory use PV allowed by-right
Inspection training
Complete all Bronze level requirements
200 points total
3-day solar permitting
Complete all Silver and Bronze level requirements
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This evaluation includes quantitative and qualitative data.

•

Conducted 1 hour semistructured interviews with:
• 22 designees
• 2 non-designees
• 12 solar installers
from CA, FL, IL, MO, NY,
and TX

•

•
•

Distributed survey to over
5,000 governments and
installers (5-7% response
rate)
Used Qualtrics Panel to
recruit solar owners
Participants include:
• 121 designees
• 91 non-designees
• 117 solar installers
• 179 solar owners

•

Combined SolSmart program
data with:
• U.S. Census American
Community Survey
• Database of State
Incentives for Renewables
and Efficiency (DSIRE)
• LBNL Tracking the Sun
• NREL solar permitting
• DeepSolar
• BloombergNEF
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The causal effect of SolSmart is estimated with quasi-experimental
methods.
Construct
Control Group
• Propensity score
matching (PSM) identifies
communities without
SolSmart that are similar
to SolSmart communities.
• We compare the impacts
in these communities to
SolSmart communities.

Estimate
Impact
• Difference-in-difference
(DID) regression models
separate effects related
to factors that vary over
time and between
places.
• This allows us to
estimate what impacts
were “caused” by
SolSmart.

Evaluate
Robustness
• Robust results should be
consistent across
multiple approaches.
• We estimated multiple
models with different
assumptions for each
impact.
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number of SolSmart communities

number of SolSmart communities

This evaluation includes 356 communities that received designation
before 2020.
There are more Bronze
and Gold designations
than Silver

In general, Silver
communities cannot
achieve the required
action for Gold (3 day
permitting)

year
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SolSmart has measurable impacts on the solar market.
$10 million in taxpayer funds led to approximately
$1-2 billion in additional solar investment

Faster
Solar Permitting Time

Increased Number
of Solar Installations

Increased
Knowledge

Note: $1-2 billion estimate assumes 69kW/month for 1-1.5 years valued at the average place-level $/W
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SolSmart impacts influenced by resources + support.
Primary Impacts

Primary Mechanisms

• SolSmart speeds up the permitting
process by a week on average.

• Larger, wealthier communities achieve more
points, perhaps because they have more
resources.

• SolSmart designation is associated with
a 62% and 67% increase in number of
installations and installed capacity,
respectively.
• SolSmart increases government
knowledge, which may improve
relationships with installers.

• Communities that are able to perform more
utility engagement realize greater impacts,
perhaps because of a supportive local utility.
• The SolSmart designation process requires
more collaboration between government
departments than the status quo.
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The impact analysis accounts for two types of
differences in the diagram.
Difference-in-differences regression
subtracts out the differences for:
1. Designees vs. Non-Designees
2. Before vs. After SolSmart
To isolate the effect of SolSmart
First Difference:
SolSmart Designee vs.
Non-Designee
(Note: lines represent
parallel trend assumption)

SolSmart Designee
Non-Designee

Effect of
SolSmart

Before After
SolSmart SolSmart
Second Difference: Before vs. After
SolSmart Designation

The dotted line represents
the counterfactual without
SolSmart, if the designees
continued on the same
parallel trend as the nondesignees
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The permitting, inspection, and interconnection process
includes multiple steps with varying data availability.
1. Customer Contract Signing
2. Permit Application Submission
Permitting Time

3. Permit Resubmission
4. Permit Approval

Pre-Install
Interconnection Time
(if required)

Inspection Time

(if no last inspection date, uses
interconnection submission)

Post-Install
Interconnection Time

Total
Project
Time

5. Pre-Install Interconnection Application Submission
6. Pre-Install Interconnection Approval
7. System Installation Completed
8. Last Inspection

Total
Interconnection
Time

9. Post-Install Interconnection Application Submission
10. Permission to Operate (PTO)

Note: All times estimated in terms of workdays
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SolSmart speeds up the permitting time by 7.5 days on
average.
Permitting Timeline (days)

SolSmart Designee
Non-Designee

This analysis suggests SolSmart
speeds up the permit submission
to approval process
Note:
• Based on the raw data, SolSmart
community permitting times dropped
from 11.9 to 5.6 days on average

Decreased by:
7.5 days
Months Before and After SolSmart Designation

2019 Data from NREL; based on 38 communities

• This is an average effect based on 38
communities (19 SolSmart) due to
data availability constraints
• This finding is consistent with survey
data
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No evidence that SolSmart reduces the total project time.
• Permitting is a foundational
category for SolSmart
designation

1. Customer Contract Signing
2. Permit Application Submission
3. Permit Resubmission
4. Permit Approval
5. Pre-Install Interconnection Application Submission

7.5
days

Permitting
Time
N = 6,679

6. Pre-Install Interconnection Approval
7. System Installation Completed
8. Last Inspection
9. Post-Install Interconnection Application Submission
10. Permission to Operate (PTO)

Total Project Time
N = 4,292

• But faster permitting alone
does not speed up the total
project time
• The savings from faster
permitting may be lost:
• During the inspection
and interconnection
process
• Between steps as part of
installer project
management

Note: N = number of observations (i.e. solar projects) used in analysis, data for every step is not available for every project
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Soft Costs ($/W)

Weak evidence of small reductions in solar soft costs,
particularly for Bronze communities.
SolSmart Designee
Non-Designee

There is no effect on the
estimate of percent change
Note:

Decreased by:
$0.22/W
Months Before and After SolSmart Designation

• This is an average effect based on 116
(58 SolSmart) due to data availability
constraints (N = 3,710)
• Impact holds for Bronze (not Silver and
Gold) communities
• A wide range of factors influence solar
soft costs

Note: Data from Bloomberg NEF are used to estimate soft costs as the transaction price of solar PV systems minus the price of the PV
module, inverter, and balance of plant.
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Installed Capacity (kW)

SolSmart is associated with 300-450 MW of additional solar
capacity.
SolSmart Designee
Non-Designee
Increased by:
69 kW/month
67%

SolSmart increases installed
capacity by 67% on average

Note:
• This is an average effect based on 116
(58 SolSmart) due to data availability
constraints (N = 3,725)
• Impact holds for Gold and Silver (not
Bronze) communities

Months Before and After SolSmart Designation

• May be related to increased
community engagement, reduced
installation costs, expanded market
opportunities

2018 Data from LBNL Tracking the Sun; based on 116 communities; Note: 300-450 MW assumes 69kW/month for 1-1.5 years
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Number of Installations (count)

SolSmart is associated with 12,800 – 19,200 more installations.

SolSmart Designee
Non-Designee
Increased by:
3 systems/month
62%

SolSmart increases number of
installations by 62% on average
Note:
• This is an average effect based on 116
(58 SolSmart) due to data availability
constraints (N = 3,725)
• Impact holds across designation levels

Months Before and After SolSmart Designation

• May be related to increased
community engagement, reduced
installation costs, expanded market
opportunities

2018 Data from LBNL Tracking the Sun; based on 116 communities; Note: 12,800-19,200 installations assumes 3 systems/month for 1-1.5 years
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Percent of survey respondents
perceiving impact

Designees and installers perceive similar impacts
of SolSmart.

Note: (+) increased, (-) decreased

Interviews suggest increased
government knowledge may
improve relations with installers
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Perceptions aligned with impact analysis showing faster
permitting times and increased installed capacity.

Percent of survey respondents
perceiving impact

Governments perceived internal impacts,
installers perceived market impacts

Observed Impact
Note: (+) increased, (-) decreased

Inconclusive/Weak Evidence
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We also investigated how and why SolSmart
influences solar permitting and installations.
Community
Characteristics

Effectiveness
of Actions

• Communities choose which
• Communities self-select to
actions to perform
participate in SolSmart
• Specific actions may be
• Communities may perform
more impactful
actions before pursuing
SolSmart designation
• Some communities may
not be able to pursue
• Larger communities may
specific actions
have more resources

SolSmart
Impact
• Faster solar
permitting time
• Increased number of
solar installations
• Increased installed
capacity of solar
• Increased perceived
knowledge
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We investigated potential mechanisms using a wide
range of methods.
Interviews and Surveys

Cluster Analysis

•

Interview and survey data
include self-reports on why
specific communities
participated in SolSmart
and how they chose which
actions to perform

•

Hierarchical, agglomerative,
tree-based cluster analysis
is a machine-learning
approach for identifying
patterns and dividing data
into groups

•

We can compare the
perspectives of
government officials, solar
installers, and solar owners

•

This allows us to establish
trends in which actions
communities performed

Exploratory Analysis
•

Correlations between
specific actions and
impacts may suggest
which actions are most
impactful
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Count of designees reporting each
motivation to pursue SolSmart

Communities participate in SolSmart to build a solar-friendly
reputation.

Interviews suggest
SolSmart Advisors are
effective for encouraging
participation

Build solar-friendly reputation
Recognition for efforts already made
Advance GHG or RE goals
Respond to local interest
Network to advance solar
Other
0

Bronze

10

20

Silver

30

40

Gold

50

60

70

80

90

Each government selected all
relevant factors that motivated
pursuit of SolSmart, however,
no governments report that:
• Economic development/
job creation,
• Attracting new installers, or
• Free technical assistance
were motivating factors to
pursue the designation.
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No two communities have achieved SolSmart designation
in the same way.
•
•

Communities choose from 105 actions (including discontinued legacy actions)
Actions in the Utility Engagement, Solar Rights, and Construction Code categories are
the least utilized
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Average perception of SolSmart
action category importance

Governments prioritize specific action categories,
but market participants do not.
Extremely
Important

Actions related to
Solar Rights (SR) and
Construction Codes
(CC) tend to be less
utilized, but solar
installers and owners
rate them as among
the most important.

Very
Important
Moderately
Important
Slightly
Important
Not at all
Important

PZD

Governments

P
Designees

I

CE

Non-designees

SR

U

Installers

CC

MDF

Solar Owners Market Participants

Note: (PZD) Planning, Zoning, and Development Regulations, (P) Permitting, (I) Inspection, (SR) Solar Rights, (CE) Community Engagement, (CC)
Construction Codes, (U) Utility Engagement, (MDF) Market Development & Finance
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Market Development and Finance was perceived
as the least easy action category to perform.
Average perception of SolSmart action category difficulty
Extremely
easy

Somewhat
easy

Neither easy
nor difficult

Somewhat
difficult

Extremely
difficult

MDF
U
Category

CC
PZD

Participants tended to rank the same
categories as least important and least easy:
Market Development & Finance (MDF)
Utility Engagement (U)
Construction Codes (CC)

SR
P
CE
I
Gold

Silver

Bronze

Note: (PZD) Planning, Zoning, and Development Regulations, (P) Permitting, (I) Inspection, (SR) Solar Rights, (CE) Community Engagement, (CC)
Construction Codes, (U) Utility Engagement, (MDF) Market Development & Finance
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Utility engagement points are associated with increased solar.
Points achieved in:

Installed
Capacity

Number of
Installations

Utility Engagement

82**

4***

Permitting

60**

0.5

Solar Rights
Market Development
and Finance
Planning, Development,
and Zoning Regulations

113

-0.3

13

1

5

1

Inspection

-30

-0.7

Community
Engagement

-26*

-1**

Construction Codes

-71*

2

Regression coefficient estimates presented above. Regression also includes control
variables for policy, designation level, time fixed effects, and demographics; N = 44
*p<0.1 (weak statistical significance); **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 (strong statistical significance)

Ability to achieve Utility
Engagement points may be
related to the presence of a
supportive local utility

Community engagement
relationship is uninformative
since (1) most communities
pursue community
engagement points and (2)
pursuing points in one area
means fewer points will be
earned in another to achieve
designation
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Gold communities tend to have more resources.
Average Reported Resources

Very High

Gold communities tend to
be larger and wealthier,
which may explain why
they have greater
resources, particular IT,
Administrative, and
Financial capacity.

Somewhat
High
Neither High
nor Low
Somewhat
Low
Very
Low

Elected
Leadership

Community

Technical

Bronze

IT

Silver

Adm inistrative

Financial

Gold
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SolSmart designation process increases stakeholder
involvement compared to previous collaboration.

Count of designees reporting
increased involvement of group

Designees reported a baseline level of collaboration among various internal and external groups before
pursuing SolSmart. Compared to those levels, designees reported greater involvement during the
SolSmart application and designation process.

Bronze communities
reported the most difficulty
coordinating between
government departments
Coordinating with utilities
was the most difficult across
designation levels
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SolSmart impacts are likely related to community resources
and ability to coordinate.
Community
Characteristics
• Some communities perform
actions before pursuing
SolSmart designation, but we
can still measure an effect of
SolSmart
• Larger communities may have
more capacity and resources,
which allow them to achieve
more points

Effectiveness
of Actions
• SolSmart requires increased
coordination between
government departments and
with stakeholders, which is a
challenge (particularly for Bronze
communities)
• Utility engagement actions are
associated with increased solar,
perhaps due to a supportive local
utility

SolSmart
Impact
• Faster solar
permitting time
• Increased number of
solar installations
• Increased installed
capacity of solar
• Increased perceived
knowledge
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Community Characteristics

Effectiveness of Actions

These recommendations may increase the impact
and reach of the SolSmart program.
Reduce Capacity Barriers
•

•

Leverage Networks

Facilitate cross-department
coordination with file-sharing
processes and email
templates

•

Reduce program complexity
by limiting number of actions
(perhaps refining Market
Development and Finance)

•

Leverage existing regional
organizational networks to
increase participation via
SolSmart Advisors
Form cohorts based on
demographic or institutional
(rather than geographic)
characteristics

Expand Data Collection
•

Recommend or require local
governments to track local
solar market impact metrics

•

Capture a baseline at the time
of designation to describe
which actions were achieved
before and because of
SolSmart, as well as levels of
capacity and collaboration
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Appendix
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SolSmart Logic Model
SolSmart Recruitment:
Communities learn
about SolSmart
through:
Communities
pursue SolSmart
§ Program
designation to:
marketing and
§ Build solar-friendly
outreach efforts
reputations
§ SolSmart
§ Recognize local
advisors
efforts to advance
§ Regional
solar markets
networks
§ Advance
§ SolSmart
renewable energy/
designated
sustainability goals
communities
§ Network to

advance solar

Activities
§ Participants identify

Outputs

OUTCOMES - IMPACT
Outcomes

§ Points are awarded for

and tackle local barriers

actions taken to support § Reduced solar permitting timelines

to solar adoption.

local solar markets.

§ Technical assistance is

§ Areas in which

provided at no-cost to

participants score

participants.

poorly offer explicit

§ The application process
facilitates coordination
across government

goals for future efforts
to advance solar
§ Participants receive

departments involved

Bronze, Silver, or Gold

in local solar adoption.

SolSmart designations

§ Increased local government knowledge
§ Increased cross-departmental communications
relating to solar
§ Increased number of solar installations and greater
installed solar capacity
Impact
§ Growth of local solar markets (e.g., new solar
companies, solar job creation, etc)
§ Reduction of solar soft-costs
§ Improved relationships among local solar
stakeholders

SolSmart communities are in almost every state.

Number of SolSmart Designated
Communities in State

SolSmart communities tend
to have supportive state
policies for solar, particularly
in the Midwest.
States highlighted in green have renewable portfolio standards (RPS) or renewable portfolio goals (RPG)
with solar or distributed generation provisions (Data: DSIRE, 2017)
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Detailed
DID Regression
Model Example

Control Variables
are primarily the
variables used for
matching.

Fixed effects (FE)
account for
variation related to
differences in time
and state that were
true for everyone
(control and
treated).

Recommend using Model 2 because:
(1) estimating growth rate is more conventional,
(2) includes fixed effects (which explain some of the variance, see R2), and
(3) avoids reducing observations to include control variables.

SolSmart Impact
Control Var
Year FE
Month FE
State FE
Year * Month FE
Year * State FE
Observations
Communities
R2

Estimates causal effect on
growth rate or percent change

Estimates causal effect on
absolute value

log(Installed capacity)

Installed capacity

Model 1
0.759***
(0.112)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
3,725
116
0.054

Model 2
0.667***
(0.107)
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
3,725
116
0.223

Model 3
0.971***
(0.321)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
1,824
114
0.387

Model 4
106.245***
(32.412)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
3,725
116
0.014

Model 5
68.698**
(30.447)
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
3,725
116
0.214

Model 6
33.210
(97.016)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
1,824
114
0.296

Note: R2 reflects the proportion of variance in the outcome variable explained by the model predictors
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Impact estimates are based on a subset of all SolSmart
communities due to data availability constraints.
For example, estimates for installed capacity and number of installations are
based on 116 communities (58 SolSmart) from LBNL’s Tracking the Sun
(TTS) data. Even less data were available for the permitting timeline.

SolSmart Communities
Characteristic

All

In TTS

Racial/ethnic minorities

10%

7%

Education >= Bachelors

33%

37%

Median home value

$300,000

$460,000

Median household income

$65,000

$73,000

Data: U.S. Census, 2019

These results may not generalize to every
SolSmart community, but the analysis
accounts for these characteristics.
Estimates are from communities with:
• Less minorities
• More education
• Higher home values
• Higher incomes
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SolSmart Communities in Tracking the Sun
SolSmart Community
Claremont
Redwood City
San Carlos
Santa Monica
Santa Rosa
West Hollywood
Cupertino
Davis
Berkeley
Oakland
Palm Springs
Redondo Beach
Carson
El Segundo
Ft. Lauderdale
Gardena
Hawthorne
Manhattan Beach
Palos Verdes Estates
Rancho Palos Verdes

State
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

SolSmart Community
Torrance
Walnut Creek
Hartford
Middletown
Stratford
Orlando
Fremont
Somerville
Boston
Cambridge
Chelsea
Melrose
Andover
Lowell
Wellesley
Gloucester
Minneapolis
Duluth
Maplewood
Red Wing

State
CA
CA
CT
CT
CT
FL
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MN
MN
MN
MN

SolSmart Community
Bloomington
Falcon Heights
Jordan
St. Louis Park
Eden Prairie
Edina
Golden Valley
Mahtomedi
Roseville
St. Anthony Village
Winona
Lebanon
Huntington
Providence
El Paso
San Antonio
St. Paul
Eau Claire

State
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
NH
NY
RI
TX
TX
VA
WI

Impact analysis
compares these
communities to nondesignees with similar
demographic, market,
and policy
characteristics
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Percent of designees reporting each
action completed prior to pursuing
SolSmart

Designated communities completed some actions
before pursuing (rather than because of) SolSmart.
Residential permits $400 or less
Installed solar at gov. facilities
Zoning reqs for solar development
Inspections within 5 days
One residential application form
Trained staff & inspectors on best practices
Online checklist of solar permitting process

These are the actions
most frequently
completed by designees

Discussed com munity solar w ith utility
Webpage w/ governm ent's solar-related goals
Hosted solar workshop for public
Posted online local incentives & installers
Posted online community solar map
Posted online summary of state solar rights policies
0

Bronze
Note: N = 121 communities

0.05 10%
0.1 0.15 20%
0.2 0.25 30%
0.3 0.35 40%
0.4 0.45

Silver

50%
0.5

Gold
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Communities can be grouped by which categories they focus on.
This heatmap shows which actions each designee completed and each color represents a different category.
Each row represents a designee and designees are grouped by which actions they completed.

Group 1 = Low
engagement overall
Group 2 = Construction
Codes (CC)
Group 3 = Utility (U) &
Community Engagement (CE)
Group 4 = Solar
Rights (SR)
Group 5 = High
overall engagement

P

PZD

I

CC SR

U

CE

MDF
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Communities with larger populations and higher
incomes tend to achieve more points.
• Groups 2 and 5 (previous slide) have the highest level of
engagement as well as high incomes and populations
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More technical assistance was received for Planning,
Permitting, and Inspection actions.
PZD

Designees received the
most TA overall for
Planning, Zoning &
Development (PZD), but
the greatest intensity of TA
was for Inspection (I)

P

Category

PZD

I

P
SR
I

CE
SR

CC

CE

U

CC

MDF
U

MDF

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

TA may reduce the
perceived difficulty of a
category

10%
20%
30%
40%reporting
50%
60%
70% of TA
80%received
90%
100%
Percent
of designees
amount
None at all

A little

A moderate amount

A lot

A great deal

Note: (PZD) Planning, Zoning, and Development Regulations, (P) Permitting, (I) Inspection, (SR) Solar Rights, (CE) Community Engagement, (CC)
Construction Codes, (U) Utility Engagement, (MDF) Market Development & Finance
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There was interest from governments in technical
assistance and recognitions for new topics.
Desired Technical Assistance

Desired Recognition

• Energy resilience planning and
implementation (26%)

• Renewable energy goals and greenhouse
gas reduction targets (17%)

• Electric vehicle infrastructure (24%)

• Energy efficiency (16%)

• Energy storage (22%)

• Electric vehicle infrastructure (16%)

• Energy efficiency (21%)

• Energy resilience planning and
implementation (13%)
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